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EMBODY www.hermanmiller.com
feeling less constrained, that they could open
up their chest cavities and torsos. And they also
liked the fact that the technology is visible, so
they could understand how it works.”
Herman Miller bared Embody’s framework at the behest of its lead designer, William
Stumpf, who developed the Aeron during a
two-decade collaboration with Los Angeles–
based furniture innovator Don Chadwick. Jeff
Weber, a partner at Stumpf’s Minneapolis office (now Studio Weber + Associates), helped
dream up the original concept for Embody:
“We set out to translate how the human body
moves, the articulation of the body, into a
design that promotes healthful movement,”
Weber explains.
Stumpf approved a prototype before his
death in 2006, and since then, Weber says,
“we’ve gone through many, many iterations
and refinements.” Every final curve, he adds,

resulted from “a pushing-and-pulling effect,
reconciling form and function.” That is, every
unexpected or elegant-looking detail also adds
comfort or reinforcement: The arc of the arms
accommodates wide hips, the back’s wasp
waist allows elbow room, and the parabolic
upholstery drape down the back connects the
spine and ribs.
Final adjustments were still underway at
press time for an October debut at the German
furniture fair Orgatec. Embody’s European
unveiling (rather than at NeoCon), Barnes explains, is “a platform to communicate that we
are a global provider.” The target buyers, she
adds, are “visionary organizations who consider their work environments to be strategic
tools.” Not that she expects landfills to fill now
with vintage Herman Miller; Aeron and Embody, she says diplomatically, “will coexist very
nicely.” From $1,495. — eve m. kahn

mark weiss

Along the back and under the seat of Embody,
Herman Miller’s new task chair, polymer bones
zigzag across perforated plastic mats. The result is not quite as gossamer as the company’s
iconic 1994 Aeron mesh chair, but Embody is
springier than its ancestors, not to mention
more versatile—the half-dozen knobs and
handles protruding from its skeleton adjust for
most body sizes. And Herman Miller can certify
that Embody keeps sitters healthier than competing chairs can.
In university lab tests on seated subjects
wearing heart monitors, body-pressuremeasuring devices, and tissue oximeters, “we
found a reduction in heart rates and improved
circulation across the board” attributable to
Embody, reports Janet Barnes, Herman Miller’s
senior product manager for seating. “People
would sit down on it and sometimes without
prompting they’d tell us that their bodies were
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We never took Arik Levy for
a sleepovers-and-pillowfights kind of guy, but with
its daybed-like sectionals
and diamond-shaped poufs,
the French designer’s Free
3 modular sofa system for
Italian manufacturer BBB
Emmebonacina is perfect for
building forts... or for any
other nighttime activities;
$4,315 as shown.
www.bbbemmebonacina.com
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With its elephant-ear back
and splayed legs, the
powder-coated metal Alieno
chair by Copenhagen-based
GAMplusFRATESI for Casamania
indeed looks like a creature
from another world; $492.
www.casamania.it

Finland’s Paimio sanitarium,
completed in 1933, was the
first Alvar Aalto building to
be outfitted entirely with
the architect’s factorymade furniture. His scrolled
plywood Paimio armchair is a
modern classic; lesser-known
is the colorful, stackable,
birch-legged Hallway Chair
403, originally designed for
the sanitarium’s foyer and
finally in production this
year through Artek; $770.
www.artek.fi

AINO HUOVIO (HALLWAY CHAIR)
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As the designer of an
endearingly twisted
collection of dolls, Londoner
Donna Wilson usually gives
her creations names like
Charlie Monkey or Sleepy Pom.
Her first major furniture
piece with Brit manufacturer
SCP, however, is simply
called Hue, owing to the
three different shades on
each piece. From $3,140.
www.scp.co.uk
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Each stackable ABChair for
Danese is made from a single
anodized 3mm aluminum sheet;
designer Paolo Rizzatto
strategically folded, welded,
and dotted the metal to
create embellishment without
the material waste; $967.
www.danesemilano.com

Berliners Osko + Deichmann
based the construction of
their Clip chair on a folding
basket they found in a
Bulgarian flea market. Clip’s
back and seat are made from
beech slats strung on a rope
that runs through the middle
seam, letting the chair
collapse for storage. Moooi
liked the design so much it
pulled Clip into its 2008
collection; $1,139.
www.moooi.com
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Perhaps Hella Jongerius’s
least ornamented product
since her 1993 Soft Vase
for Droog, the stackable
Rotterdam chair for
Vitra still betrays the
Dutch designer’s feminine
sensibility with shapely cuts
of wood and small coloredplastic tabs that mimic
the bright flashes of color
currently popular in women’s
fashion; $395.
www.vitra.com
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Picking up where his
eccentric 2007 series of
sleeping bag–meets–flour
sack lounge chairs for
Meritalia left off, Gaetano
Pesce this year created
the intriguingly misshapen
Nubola sofa for the Italian
manufacturer. Its name
refers to the resemblance of
its lumpy, tufted back to
a cloud formation. Contact
manufacturer for price.
www.meritalia.it

www.id-mag.com

Any traveler who’s requested
a wake-up call simply to
avoid tangling with a bedside
hotel clock will appreciate
Industrial Facility’s Jetlag
for IDEA International, a
travel alarm even a zombie
could set. Separate controls
and displays for the hour and
alarm time simplify use and
make the clock easy to read,
no matter how bleary the
eyes; $35.
www.idea-in.com or
www.industrialfacility.com

Patrick Jouin’s NightCove
lamp for Zyken is an alarm
clock that actually makes
it easier to fall asleep.
Jouin worked with sleep
scientists to figure out the
exact wavelengths of light
that turn the Zzzs on or off.
No surprise: At night, the
NightCove glows like twilight
and in the morning it mimics
the sunrise. The only
drawback is the web of fancy
light sensors required to
install it, making the device
too expensive for almost any
market but hotels; $2,512.
www.zyken.com

*Win Me

GREGOIRE ALEXANDER (NIGHTCOVE)

go to id-mag.com
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Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec’s
polycarbonate Papyrus chair
for Kartell has a delicately
textured surface evoking the
fibrous material for which
it’s named. The lightweight
chair, suitable for indoor or
outdoor use, is available in
clear plastic or a half-dozen
smoky or muted colors, from
mossy green to burnt orange;
$350.
www.kartell.it
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My Beautiful Backside,
Nipa Doshi and Jonathan
Levien’s latest sofa for
Moroso, continues the
couple’s infatuation with
handicraft and lavish
textiles, influenced by
Doshi’s native India. The
whimsical name refers to the
sofa’s elegantly ornamented
posterior—a view that too
often gets neglected, the
designers believe; $14,325–
$21,488.
www.morosousa.com
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To create Plopp, a new stool
by Oskar Zieta for Danish
manufacturer Hay, two powdercoated steel plates are
welded together at the seams
and inflated at high pressure.
Every Plopp is a unique
piece, with all the dimples
and folds of a half-deflated
inner tube—and it’s nearly as
light; $387.
www.hay.dk
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Young designer Trent Jansen
worked under Marcel Wanders
in Amsterdam for a spell
before setting up his own
studio back home in Sydney.
That explains his Hollandmeets-the-outback aesthetic:
His black wood Pregnant
Chair (which nests a child’s
seat inside one that’s fullsize, kangaroo-style) evokes
the work of Ineke Hans
and Maarten Baas. Contact
manufacturer for price.
www.moooi.com

Twenty-seven-year-old
Japanese designer Mikiya
Kobayashi’s airy Cielo and
Brio chairs were a standout
at this year’s Salone
Satellite show, uniting
rattan or colored-wood seats
with the wispiest of steel
frames. Possibly the chicest
take on wicker since Breuer.
Contact designer for price.
www.mikiyakobayashi.com

As its bandwagon swelled
this year, Plank’s MYTO
chair found its reputation
assuming mythic proportions.
Fortunately, Konstantin
Grcic’s creation weathered
the hype, still lithe, still
stackable, still a wonder.
Built by way of BASF’s
Ultradur High Speed plastic
technology, MYTO manages
a pure cantilever shape
while a cheese-grater–like
seat and back reduce weight
and provide ventilation.
Available through ICF; $575.
www.icfsource.com or
www.plank.it

*Win Me
go to id-mag.com
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With Maxim Velc̆ovský as
creative director, the
owners of Bohemia’s iconic
UP Závody furniture brand—
which was founded in 1920
but went bankrupt in the
’80s—are reviving the label.
Velc̆ovský lent his own
designs, reproduced some from
the archives, and picked up
the bulk from local up-andcomers, like Klára S̆ípková’s
wire Klára chair ($748)
and Vladimir Zák’s Kubikula
lounger (from $3,150).
www.upzavody.cz
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The Memphis group would be
proud: Swedish design studio
Folkform’s latest collection,
Unique Standard, is a series
of furnishings that—horror
of horrors—pairs expensive
materials like Carrera marble
and original leather from
Jacobsen Swan chairs with
cheap laminates and pleather.
The pieces’ strong graphic
sensibility dampens their
shock value, though—they’re
almost too good-looking to
offend; $6,500.
www.folkform.se
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Borrowing automotive seatmaking techniques, Danish
manufacturer Hay tapped
Johannes Foersom and Peter
Hiort-Lorenzen to design
Blow, a cushy high-tech
cousin to the papasan. Rather
than stretching upholstery
and stapling it to the
frame, the company blows
liquid polyurethane foam
into presewn fabric forms,
resulting in a soft but
sturdy perch. Available at
Mod; $1,300.
www.modobjects.net
or www.hay.dk
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